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Dealmakers Ignore Cyber Risks at Their Own Peril

By Aaron P. Simpson and Adam H. Solomon*

With cyber attacks pervasive in commerce today, it is imperative for businesses engaging in corporate transactions to consider the cybersecurity and privacy risks of their investments prior to purchasing, merging with, or financing a company. Dealmakers can mitigate these risks and prevent the incurrence of unanticipated costs and criticism from unforeseen information security and privacy issues that may emerge after the closing of a deal through thoughtful due diligence efforts. The authors of this article discuss the cybersecurity and privacy due diligence process.

In today’s commercial environment, it is imperative for businesses engaging in corporate transactions to consider the cybersecurity and privacy risks of their investments prior to purchasing, merging with or financing a company. Cyber attacks across industry are rampant, and purchasers face significant risks of data breaches and privacy violations occurring before or arising after the closing of a deal. These events can increase liability and ultimately harm the value of the investment. Through thoughtful due diligence efforts, dealmakers can mitigate these risks and prevent the incurrence of unanticipated costs and criticism from unforeseen information security and privacy issues that may emerge after the closing of a deal.

There are many liabilities that may arise from the collection, use, disclosure and security of company data. The most significant liabilities result from cyber attacks compromising sensitive information maintained by the company. As a starting point, companies experiencing a breach incur potentially hefty costs investigating, remediating and responding to breaches, including the cost of conducting a forensic examination and fixing, rebuilding, upgrading or altogether replacing impacted computer systems. On top of these expenses, data breaches pose liability risks associated with regulatory enforcement, fines and assessments levied by payment card brands or regulators, private litigation such as consumer class actions and shareholder derivative suits and congressional inquiries, as well as losses of sales, goodwill, intellectual property, information assets and shareholder value. Similar liability risks may arise for companies in data-intensive fields from the use of consumer information in violation of privacy laws or company privacy policies that are treated as actionable public representations under state and federal consumer protection laws.

* Aaron P. Simpson, a member of the Board of Editors of Pratt’s Privacy & Cybersecurity Law Report, is a partner at Hunton & Williams LLP, advising clients on a broad range of privacy and cybersecurity matters, including state, federal, and international privacy and data security requirements as well as the remediation of data security incidents. Adam H. Solomon is an associate at the firm, focusing his practice on privacy and cybersecurity law. Resident in the firm’s New York office, the authors may be contacted at asimpson@hunton.com and asolomon@hunton.com, respectively.
Faced with the seeming inevitability of cyber attacks and potentially massive liability that ensues, companies and management are increasingly judged by how well they have prepared for and responded to these types of events. When purchasing, merging with or investing in a company, conducting due diligence of the target company’s information assets has become a critical step in protecting investments, limiting liability and mitigating operational, financial and reputational risk arising from the target company’s privacy and information security practices.

THE CYBER AND PRIVACY DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS

To manage these risks and liabilities, companies must be proactive. Even if the target company makes representations that it has never suffered a breach, it is undoubtedly only a matter of time before a cyber attacker exploits potential vulnerabilities or a third party identifies ongoing misuse of company information. Moreover, an attack may already be underway. In 2014, an Israeli security firm discovered an ongoing hacking operation targeting banks, governments, research labs and critical infrastructure facilities in Europe that began over 12 years before it was discovered.1 With network intrusions becoming more persistent, the risk of acquiring a company experiencing an ongoing breach (perhaps unknowingly) has increased.

Potential post-closing integration difficulties also up the ante on diligence associated with information assets. Following a merger or acquisition, companies often face difficulties in integrating their information assets, which can lead to cyber intrusions and privacy mishaps. For example, the merging of the networks or databases of different entities may introduce security weaknesses, induce privacy violations or result in coverage gaps in the company’s cyber insurance policy, all of which can be managed more effectively if the companies go into the deal with their eyes wide open.

By conducting cybersecurity and privacy due diligence, purchasers can proactively identify incidents and issues that give rise to concerns regarding the adequacy, reasonableness and appropriateness of the target company’s privacy and information security practices. In doing so, the purchaser can develop a roadmap for remediating any material gaps post-closing so that it is well-equipped to manage the cybersecurity and privacy risks of its new investment efficiently and appropriately. Due diligence requests for privacy and cybersecurity-related materials can, however, become overly burdensome and inefficient if the right issues are not identified and the wrong questions are asked. Each due diligence approach should be tailored to the deal and companies at issue. The process should begin with a comprehensive privacy and information security due diligence questionnaire that asks specific questions to the target company and should end with an agreement that contains the appropriate

representations and covenants concerning privacy and security. As described below, this diligence process should account for the following key areas of risk.

Incident History

There are an assortment of actors threatening corporate information assets today, including cyber criminals, hacktivist organizations and nation states. These threat actors routinely infiltrate corporate networks to steal proprietary information, including customer and employee personal data, payment card information, sensitive financial and strategic information, trade secrets and intellectual property. These parties are not acting alone. To the contrary, they are supported by a sophisticated supply chain of vendors, including software developers, infrastructure providers and money launderers. While some of these attacks are targeted and bespoke, many are carried out using toolkits purchased on the black market that enable non-technical actors to hack corporate networks on a scalable basis using sophisticated malware and other automated methods. As a result of the commodification of hacking, the frequency and volume of cyber attacks has increased.

With the rise in cyber attacks, there is a growing risk of a data breach going undetected or undisclosed prior to closing a deal. Cyber attacks have impacted several deals in recent years. For example, Australian telecommunications provider Telstra reported that it recently became aware of a customer data breach at a subsidiary acquired in the Asia-Pacific region just weeks after closing a $697 million deal to purchase the company in April 2015. Nearly 10 months after acquiring a data broker subsidiary in 2012, Experian was reportedly notified by the U.S. Secret Service that its new subsidiary was being exploited by identity thieves to steal the personal information of allegedly over 200 million individuals. The incident resulted in congressional and regulatory inquiries, a consumer class action brought against Experian, and Experian suing the former owner of its subsidiary for breach of warranty and contract, express contractual indemnification and various tort claims arising from its acquisition. Similarly, in the midst of BNY Mellon acquiring the asset management subsidiary of MBIA in October 2014, a data researcher reportedly discovered sensitive information of the subsidiary exposed on the Internet, including customer account numbers, balances and account access credentials.

---

To help evaluate the target company’s cybersecurity posture and obtain appropriate representations and warranties, the purchaser should investigate the target company’s history of cybersecurity incidents, including those related to the company’s network, service providers, Web sites, and customers. The clear objective of this inquiry should be to uncover circumstances in which the target company has discovered or been notified of an actual or suspected information security incident, and receive appropriate representations regarding how the company responded to the matter, assessed and satisfied its applicable legal obligations, and remediated the incident. To gain a complete picture of the target company’s history of privacy and security incidents, the review also should ascertain the process by which the company monitors, detects, investigates and responds to information security incidents. A lack of appropriate incident response mechanisms increases the likelihood that a breach has gone undetected or undisclosed to management.

**Regulatory Compliance**

Legal compliance is another key risk to evaluate during the due diligence process. The obligation to comply with privacy and information security laws and standards can raise the integration costs of the acquisition. To remediate deficiencies, the purchaser may need to incur expenses such as updating or replacing computer systems, hiring additional staff, purchasing new services and retaining outside experts to provide assessments. While all companies have compliance challenges, the risk of noncompliance with applicable legal requirements is especially prevalent with startups and midsize companies, which often have less robust, formal and well-funded compliance, legal and information security programs. This can lead to the existence of gaps between such a target’s privacy and information security practices and its legal obligations. In these cases, the cost of noncompliance can be significant.

In addition to incurring potentially substantial expenses to remediate privacy and information security issues and align the target company’s practices with the purchaser’s policies, a regulatory violation could result in fines or civil penalties and extensive settlement agreements that impose onerous information security and privacy requirements on not only the target company but also the purchasing entity. As a historical matter, Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) settlements in the information security arena have been broad, typically enjoining future misconduct and imposing continuing obligations related to the company’s information security practices, including third-party audits, for over 20 years. Given how privacy and information security issues were regulated just five years ago, 20 years is a virtual eternity in the data space.

There are many sources of privacy and information laws in the United States and abroad. In the U.S., information privacy and security laws constitute a complex mélange of sectoral-based state and federal laws. Depending on the nature of the target’s business, a variety of federal and state laws concerning privacy and information security could apply to the target company’s information, including laws regulating
healthcare entities, telecommunications providers, utilities and financial institutions. The FTC has been the primary regulator overseeing privacy and information security practices in the U.S. by using its core consumer protection authority to enforce against unfair or deceptive practices of unregulated entities such as retailers. Industry standards also may impose privacy and security requirements on the target company. Most notably, to the extent the target company receives or processes payment card information, it will have contractual obligations to comply with the comprehensive security requirements of the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard.

Given the variety of legal mandates applicable to privacy and information security issues, the due diligence process must include an evaluation of the applicable requirements set forth in federal, state and foreign laws, regulatory enforcement actions, and important industry standards concerning privacy, information security and data protection. Based on the applicable requirements, the review should in turn identify and assess areas in which the target’s privacy and information security practices fall short of its legal obligations. The target company’s privacy and information security policies and procedures serve as key sources of information for conducting such an assessment. To gain a further understanding of the company’s privacy and security posture, the compliance review also should evaluate reports prepared by or on behalf of the target company documenting the findings and recommendations from prior risk assessments, privacy and security assessments, or audits or evaluations, including any associated corrective action plans related to those reports. Through these materials, the purchaser can identify red flags and compliance gaps such as out-of-date policies and procedures, inaccurate descriptions of the target’s practices or lack of legal compliance, all of which can create significant issues post-closing.

Privacy Representations

To the extent the target company makes privacy representations to its customers, for example, through an online privacy notice or Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (“HIPAA”) privacy notice, the due diligence review should assess the target’s privacy practices and policies representing the way in which it may collect, retain, use, share and process the personal information of consumers. The representations in the target’s privacy notices will place limits on the purchaser’s ability to use and share this information after the acquisition. Notably, the FTC has issued guidance and sent letters to companies engaging in acquisitions, most recently a letter to Facebook prior to its acquisition of WhatsApp in 2014,\(^5\) regarding its expectation that following a merger or acquisition, the purchaser must honor the prior promises made to consumers by the purchased entity regarding how it may use or share consumer information, or otherwise get express permission from consumers to

---

materially change how their previously collected information will be collected, used or shared after the corporate transaction. For many companies this would be a gargantuan and entirely impractical exercise that should only be taken on with full knowledge of the possibility before closing. The acquisition or merger also might require the company to provide consumers with notice of any change to how it plans to use information collected after the transaction and a choice whether to agree to such changes.

**Contractual Liability**

The due diligence process also should include an assessment of the target company’s contractual relationships with vendors, customers and business partners. Besides assessing the company’s risk and legal posture, this review will help identify the next steps for managing the company’s vendor and customer relationships after closing in cases where existing contractual language could be enhanced or revised, or ongoing monitoring may be appropriate.

With respect to the target company’s vendors, the purchaser should identify third-party privacy and security risks associated with the target outsourcing IT functions to data centers, software developers and other types of service providers. The focus of this review should be on the agreements in place with vendors that host, maintain, receive or transmit the target company’s sensitive information. It also is important to ascertain how the target selects, reviews and monitors its vendors. If the target does not take reasonable measures to retain appropriate vendors, include strong contractual protections in its agreements with vendors and monitor its vendors’ compliance, then the possibility of a data breach at one of those vendors, known or unknown, increases. Issues commonly found in vendor contracts include agreements with insufficient contractual specifications, broad sharing and usage rights related to the target’s information, or a lack of privacy, confidentiality and information security obligations altogether. The review also may uncover that the agreements do not adequately comply with applicable laws, such as when the vendor constitutes a business associate under HIPAA, which requires specific contractual obligations in the business associate agreement.

In addition to vendor agreements, in most cases it will be necessary to evaluate the target company’s customer and business partner agreements. These agreements may include additional privacy and information security obligations over and above the target’s legal obligations. If such agreements contain terms that establish additional privacy requirements and security specifications such as adherence to information security standards, limitations on data de-identification or restrictions on outsourcing,

---

the company may have additional compliance-related challenges and costs associated with meeting such obligations.

Furthermore, in this day and age it is necessary to assess the target’s cyber insurance coverage as part of this contractual review. This assessment should analyze both companies’ insurance portfolio, including current policies covering cybersecurity, directors and officers, errors and omissions, fidelity and crime, and general commercial liability, to assess potential coverage in the event of a cyber incident and the ramifications the corporate transaction may have on the coverage.

CONCLUSION

Given the pace of technological change we have seen in the recent past and the potential for scalable privacy and information security abuses, the cyber-stakes are at an all-time high. Businesses making investments in data-intensive targets overlook diligence in these key areas at their own peril. Those who take appropriate precautionary measures to assess the privacy and cybersecurity implications of their investments will continue to fare far better than those that fail to do so. By performing due diligence of the target company’s privacy and information security practices, businesses will identify key risks to their investment and gain critical knowledge of how potential liabilities may impact their investment.

This article presents the views of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of Hunton & Williams or its clients. The information presented is for general information and education purposes. No legal advice is intended to be conveyed; readers should consult with legal counsel with respect to any legal advice they require related to the subject matter of the article.